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Abstract— A proper strategy to alleviate overfitting is critical
to a deep neural network (DNN). In this paper, we introduce the
cross-loss-function regularization for boosting the generalization
capability of the DNN, which results in the multi-loss regularized
DNN (ML-DNN) framework. For a particular learning task,
e.g., image classification, only a single-loss function is used for all
previous DNNs, and the intuition behind the multi-loss framework is that the extra loss functions with different theoretical
motivations (e.g., pairwise loss and LambdaRank loss) may drag
the algorithm away from overfitting to one particular single-loss
function (e.g., softmax loss). In the training stage, we pretrain the
model with the single-core-loss function and then warm start the
whole ML-DNN with the convolutional parameters transferred
from the pretrained model. In the testing stage, the outputs by
the ML-DNN from different loss functions are fused with average
pooling to produce the ultimate prediction. The experiments conducted on several benchmark datasets (CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100,
MNIST, and SVHN) demonstrate that the proposed ML-DNN
framework, instantiated by the recently proposed network in
network, considerably outperforms all other state-of-the-art
methods.
Index Terms— Deep neural network (DNN), multi-loss,
overfitting, visual classification.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

UE to the increasing computing power and availability of
large training data, there has been a resurgence of interest
in neural networks. Especially, the deep neural network (DNN)
learning framework [1]–[4] has drawn much attention recently,
which has achieved very promising performance on the kind
of vision tasks, e.g., image classification [5], [6], pedestrian
detection [7], and scene labeling [8]. The successes of
the DNN frameworks have largely been attributed to
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a considerable number of model parameters in many
convolution layers. For example, the winner of ImageNet
Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) 2014
classification challenge, i.e., GoogLeNet [9], employed a
22-layer-deep network. Although the DNN with a large
number of parameters has a powerful machine learning
capability, it often suffers from overfitting.
In recent literature, some regularization techniques have
been proposed to prevent the heavy overfitting during training DNNs, such as data augmentation [10], [11], weight
decay [12], dropout [13], [14], dropconnect [15], and stochastic pooling [16]. Specifically, the most simple method
to alleviate overfitting [10], [11] is to manually enlarge the
training images with label-preserving transformations, such as
horizontal/vertical reflection and image translation. The weight
decay [12] is also a technique to help prevent overfitting
by adding a penalty to the maximum likelihood. In [13]
and [14], the dropout technique stochastically sets half of the
activations within a layer to zero for each training sample
in the training stage, while the dropconnect method [15] is
proposed to regularize large fully connected (fc) layers in
neural networks. The stochastic pooling method [16], which
replaces the conventional deterministic pooling operation with
a stochastic procedure, randomly picks up the activations
within each pooling region according to a multinomial distribution of the activations within the pooling region. However,
these approaches may suffer from a certain limitation
(e.g., overfitting) for a particular loss function. The optimization target (e.g., loss function) of visual recognition has not
been well explored to prevent overfitting, which is truly critical
to the training of the network.
In this paper, we propose the multi-loss regularized
DNN (ML-DNN) framework to harness the regularizations
among a set of different loss functions. The intuition behind this multi-loss framework is that the loss
functions (e.g., pairwise ranking loss and LambdaRank
loss) with different theoretical motivations may prevent
the algorithmic overfitting to one single-loss function
(e.g., softmax loss). Specifically, the softmax loss function [1]
can be used for minimizing the cross-entropy loss over all
training samples. The pairwise ranking loss [18] takes the
preference order of label pairs into count in classification
problems, while the LambdaRank loss function [19], [20] is
introduced for optimizing the top-k classification accuracy.
Our ML-DNN learning framework can effectively combine
all the valuable properties of these loss functions by the
cross-loss-function regularization. Each kind of loss function
in our ML-DNN is selected based on different theoretical
motivations. Multiple-loss functions of our ML-DNN can
constrain the parameters of a neural network from different
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the structure of the proposed ML-DNN. The shared NIN has a network structure similar to that in [4], except for the last loss layer.
We feed some given images into the shared NIN and pass the output feature maps from the shared NIN into multiple-loss branches. Each loss branch is
composed of an fc layer and a loss layer. Example images are from the CIFAR-10 dataset [17].

aspects and help to regularly learn a DNN for boosting its
discriminative capability.
As shown in Fig. 1, our proposed framework proposes to
use the cross-loss-function regularization in the output layers,
which combines the softmax, pairwise ranking LambdaRank
top-1, and LambdaRank top-2 loss functions. In this paper,
we instantiate our ML-DNN framework under the architecture
of network in network (NIN) [4], which is one of the most
popular architectures used in computer vision problems due
to its model discriminability for local patches within the
receptive field and its reduced number of parameters. During
the ML-DNN training, the training images are first fed into
the shared NIN and several parallel fc layers, each of which
corresponds to some different loss layers. We pretrain the
model with the single-loss function, and then warm start the
whole ML-DNN with the convolutional parameters transferred
from the pretrained model. We feed the convolutional feature
maps of the shared NIN into multiple branches of the loss
functions. Based on these multiple-loss functions, the network
is trained by simultaneously optimizing all loss functions
with backpropagation. In the testing stage, the outputs by the
ML-DNN from different loss functions are fused with average
pooling to produce the ultimate prediction.
The major contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows.
1) We propose a novel ML-DNN framework, which gracefully optimizes the architecture of DNN based on the
cross-loss-function regularization.
2) For the image classification task, we present some loss
functions (e.g., pairwise loss and LambdaRank top-k
loss) for learning a DNN. Multiple-loss functions are
simultaneously optimized with the stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) learning method.
3) Our ML-DNN is a very general framework for alleviating the overfitting during learning a DNN. Any
CNN architectures and any loss functions for different
vision tasks can be conveniently incorporated into our
framework.
4) The classification results on several standard datasets
well verify the effectiveness of our proposed ML-DNN
framework.

II. R ELATED W ORK
DNN learning has long been studied and applied in the
field of computer vision [1], [21]–[24]. More than a decade
ago, LeCun et al. [2] trained multilayer neural networks
with the back-propagation algorithm and the gradient learning
technique, and then demonstrated its effectiveness on the
handwritten digit recognition task. Recently, there has been
a resurgence of research interest in neural networks.
A. Neural Network Structure of Deep Learning
A classic convolutional network is composed of
alternatively stacked convolutional layers and spatial pooling
layers. The convolutional layer is to extract feature maps by
linear convolutional filters followed by nonlinear activation
functions (e.g., rectifier, sigmoid, and tanh) Spatial pooling is
to group the local features together from spatially adjacent
pixels, which is typically done to improve the robustness
to slight deformations of objects. The convolutional neural
network (CNN) [1] is a special type of neural network
that consists of five convolution layers, some of which are
followed by max-pooling layers, and three fc layers with
a final 1000-way softmax. The deep CNN has exhibited
good generalization power in image-related applications.
Recently, Krizhevsky et al. [1] has achieved a breakthrough,
outperforming the existing handcrafted features on ILSVRC
2012, which contains 1000 object classes. Another deep
network structure, namely, NIN [4], is proposed to build
a micronetwork with more complex structures to abstract
the data within the receptive field. It enhances model
discriminability for local patches within the receptive field.
B. Regularization Techniques of Deep Learning
Learning neural network models is prone to overfitting
because of the large number of parameters of the models.
Some regularization techniques [11]–[13] are necessary for
learning DNNs. Specifically, some data augmentation techniques [10], [11] are usually used to enlarge the training
data, such as image translations, horizontal reflections, and
image rotation and scaling. Dropout, recently proposed in [13],
is another regularization approach that stochastically sets half
the activations within a layer to zero for each training sample
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during training. Wan et al. [15] proposed the dropconnect regularization, which sets a randomly selected subset of weights
within the network to zero. Weight decay [12] was also
proposed to prevent overfitting by adding a penalty to the
maximum likelihood. The stochastic pooling method [16] was
proposed to randomly select the pooled map responses by
sampling from a multinomial distribution formed from the
activations of each pooling region.
C. Loss Functions of Deep Learning
Some loss functions have also been introduced for learning
a single DNN, e.g., softmax loss function for the classification
task [4], [5], 2 -norm loss function for the detection task,
and sigmoid cross-entropy loss function for the multilabel
classification task. Recently, Gkioxari et al. [25] have trained
a single CNN [1] jointly for solving person detection, pose
estimation, and action classification tasks, where each task is
associated with a loss function. Li et al. [26] simultaneously
learned a pose-joint regressor and a sliding-window body-part
detector in a DNN, which can be seen as a heterogeneous
multitask learning method. The above works can be classified
into two categories: 1) single-task learning with a single-loss
function and 2) multitask learning with multiple-loss functions,
both in a single DNN. Recently, Szegedy et al. [9] also
proposed a deep CNN architecture, in which three softmax
loss functions are adopted, one is a total loss of the network
and the other two can be regarded as the auxiliary classifiers in
the training process. At the testing state, the two auxiliary loss
functions and their corresponding subnetworks are discarded.
This work mainly improves the discriminative capability of
a neural network by appending multiple same loss functions
in different stages of neural network, which alleviates the
problem of vanishing gradient in a deeper CNN architecture
to some extent. However, different from their usage of same
loss functions, we use multiple different loss functions with
different theoretical motivations at the end of a neural network,
which allow each training sample to impose much more
constraint on the parameters of a neural network and prevent
the neural network from being too sure. From the aspect of
regularization, it also should be noted that our ML-DNN can
be posed as a good regularizer for preventing overfitting using
multiple-loss functions in one network.
III. M ULTI -L OSS R EGULARIZED DNN
In this section, we first introduce the network structure of
the proposed ML-DNN. Second, several loss functions are
investigated for cross-loss-function regularization. Third, we
show how to learn an ML-DNN by simultaneously optimizing
multiple-loss functions. Finally, testing with the ML-DNN is
conducted with the average pooling algorithm.
A. Network Structure
The structure of the overall ML-DNN framework is mainly
composed of two parts, namely, the shared NIN and multipleloss branches, as shown in Fig. 1.
1) Shared NIN: The shared NIN has a similar network
architecture as NIN [4]. By building microneural networks
with more complex structures to abstract the data within the
receptive field, Lin et al. [4] proposed a novel deep network
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structure called NIN to enhance model discriminability for
local patches within the receptive field. As shown in Fig. 1,
the microneural network is instantiated with a multilayer
preceptron (MLP), which is a potent function approximator.
The feature maps are obtained by sliding the micronetworks
over the input in a similar way as CNN [1], [2]. The multilayer
perceptron convolution (MLP-conv) maps the input local patch
to the output feature vector with an MLP, which consists of
multiple fc layers with nonlinear activation functions. The
shared NIN is implemented by stacking the above three MLPconv layers. For different loss functions, we use one shared
NIN in the structure of the ML-DNN. The reason is that
the MLP-conv layers form the general hierarchical feature
representation for image data, which should be shared by all
loss functions.
2) Multi-Loss Regularization: The multiple-loss functions correspond to multiple-loss branches of our proposed
ML-DNN framework. Multiple-loss functions may be able to
prevent the algorithm away from overfitting to one single-loss
function, which may occur with only one loss function used.
As shown in Fig. 1, multiple-loss branches are embedded into
the shared NIN. For each loss branch, one fc layer and one
output layer are included. The fc layer is followed by the
Rectified Linear Units (ReLu) nonlinearity and 0.5 dropout.
We optimize each output layer with different loss functions.
During the network training, we feed the convolutional feature
maps of the shared NIN into multiple branches of the loss
functions. Based on these multiple-loss functions, the network
is trained by simultaneously optimizing all loss functions with
backpropagation. The last convolution layer in the shared NIN
is connected to multiple fc layers. The parameter gradients
from different loss functions can thus be conveniently used to
optimize the parameters of the shared NIN. Different kinds
of loss functions are based on different theoretical motivations. For example, the softmax loss, pairwise ranking loss,
and LambdaRank top-1 loss belong to the top-1 loss, while
the LambdaRank top-2 loss is a kind of top-2 loss. Thus,
different loss functions have certain complementariness and
the gradients brought by them help iteratively learn parameters
from different aspects. In this way, the whole ML-DNN is able
to consider all these multiple-loss functions simultaneously
and avoid the overfitting problem during training. It is worth
noting that our framework can be instantiated by any CNN
architectures and any loss functions that may be designed
for different application scenarios in computer vision. In this
paper, we used several most widely used loss functions for
visual recognition.
B. Loss Functions
In this section, we introduce several widely used loss
functions in our proposed multi-loss regularization with
more details. We use the softmax loss, pairwise ranking
loss, and LambdaRank loss, which enjoy quite different regularization properties to regularize the training of DNNs.
It is expected that using these loss functions will effectively
alleviate the overfitting issue in the previous DNNs.
For clarity, some notations used in the following are introduced here. We use ci+ and ci− to denote the positive and
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negative labels of the image X i , i = 1, . . . , N, where N is
the total number of training images and |ci+ | is the number
of positive labels. We use q j (X i ) to specify the discrete
probability distribution of the image X i in the j th class,
j = 1, . . . , C, where C is the number of possible classes.
1) Softmax Loss: Most of previous DNNs [1], [4], [5]
employ the softmax loss function for optimizing DNN parameters. With the softmax function, the normalized probability
of the image X i in the j th class can be computed by

mth label is ranked higher than the nth label by a sigmoid
function, and thus
1
(4)
pm,n =
1 + exp(−γ (qm (X i ) − qn (X i )))

exp(q j (X i ))
pi, j = C
.
j =1 exp(q j (X i ))

Jmn = log(1 + exp(−γ (qm (X i ) − qn (X i ))).

(1)

To minimize the Kullback Leibler divergence between the
predictions and the ground-truth probabilities, the softmax cost
function is defined as
Jsoftmax

N C
1 
=−
p̄i, j log( pi, j )
N

(2)

i=1 j =1

where p̄i, j denotes the ground-truth probability between the
image X i in class j . Each image X i corresponds to a label
vector yi, j ∈ RC , with yi, j = 1 and p̄i, j = 1 indicating the
presence of a label for the image X i , and yi, j = 0 and p̄i, j = 0
indicating the absence of a label for the image X i .
2) Pairwise Ranking Loss: The second loss function we
consider is the pairwise ranking loss [18], [27]. The pairwise
ranking method can transform the classification problem into
a task of classifying the preference order of label pairs:
given any two labels, it will decide which label should be
ranked first. The pairwise ranking loss method minimizes the
classification error on the pairs of labels. Specifically, the goal
of the pairwise ranking method is to rank all the labels so
that positive labels always have higher prediction scores than
negative labels. The pairwise ranking loss Jpairwise is defined as
+

Jpairwise

−

ci
N ci 
1 
=
max(0, 1 − qm (X i ) + qn (X i ))
N

(3)

i=1 m=1 n=1

where m = 1, . . . , ci+ and n = 1, . . . , ci− represent the indexes
of the positive labels and negative labels, respectively. By minimizing Jpairwise, we compute the subgradient of this loss
function during the training of the ML-DNN.
3) LambdaRank Loss: In order to directly optimize
the top-k classification accuracy, the third loss function,
LambdaRank loss, is introduced to learn an ML-DNN. The
LambdaRank method [28] obtains the desired gradients
directly, rather than deriving them from a cost loss function.
In this way, it can bypass the difficulties brought by the ranking
loss function. The key observation of LambdaRank is that
in order to train a DNN model, we do not need the losses
themselves; we need only the gradients of the losses with
respect to the DNN model outputs.
Before discussing the LambdaRank loss function, we first
introduce some information about RankNet [19]. For a given
image X i , the set of the label pairs is denoted by S, (m, n) ∈ S
if and only if m ∈ ci+ and n ∈ ci− . The two outputs qm (X i )
and qn (X i ) are mapped to a learned probability that the

where the parameter γ is directly related to scaling. We adopt
the cross-entropy loss function, which penalizes the deviation
of the model output probabilities from the desired probabilities. Then the cost is
(5)

The gradient of the above loss function is
∂ Jmn
−γ
=
∂qm (X i )
1 + exp(−γ (qm (X i ) − qn (X i ))
∂ Jmn
∂ Jmn
=−
.
∂qn (X i )
∂qm (X i )

(6)

From the RankNet to LambdaRank loss, the gradient is
multiplied by ηmn , which calculates the changes in evaluation
measures by swapping the rank position of the mth label and
the nth label.
The model can directly optimize the evaluation measures [20], and the gradient of qm (X i ) is

∂ Jmn
−γ
=
. (7)
ηmn
∂qm (X i )
1 + exp(γ (qm (X i ) − qn (X i ))
(m,n)∈S

Similarly
∂ Jmn
=
∂qn (X i )


(m,n)∈S

ηmn

γ
.
1 + exp(γ (qm (X i ) − qn (X i ))

(8)

In order to optimize the loss function with top-k evaluation
measures, ηmn (k) is defined as the order change in top-k. It
is easily observed that ηmn (k) = (1/|ci+ |), if m is in the top-k
prediction (m ≤ k) and n is not in the top-k prediction (n > k).
Otherwise, η(m, n) is zero. In this paper, we consider only the
top-1 and top-2 evaluation measures, and then name them as
LambdaRank top-1 loss function and LambdaRank top-2 loss
function, respectively.
C. Parameter Learning of an ML-DNN
The DNN with a large number of parameters has a
powerful machine learning capability, but it is difficult
to prevent it from overfitting. To address this problem,
some regularization techniques are proposed for training
DNNs, such as data augmentation [10], [11], weight
decay [12], dropout [13], [14], dropconnected [15],
and stochastic pooling [16]. These approaches may suffer
from a certain limitation for a particular loss function. The
optimization of loss functions has not been well explored
to prevent the overfitting problem, which is truly critical to
learning parameters.
In order to alleviate overfitting, we propose to train an
ML-DNN model with the multiple-loss functions in this paper.
For learning an ML-DNN, we adopt four kinds of loss
functions, including softmax loss, pairwise loss, LambdaRank
top-1 loss, and LambdaRank top-2 loss. The motivation of this
ML-DNN framework is that other loss functions, e.g., pairwise
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ranking loss and LambdaRank loss, may have the potential to
prevent the algorithm overfitting to one softmax loss function.
Therefore, the key idea of our ML-DNN learning framework
is to use the cross-loss-function regularization for boosting the
generalization capability of the ML-DNN model. Based on the
above loss functions, we propose the multi-loss regularization
method for learning an effective ML-DNN model.
First, we warm start the shared NIN by initializing it with
the pretrained parameters in [4]. In order to improve the generalization capability of DNNs, fine tuning is then performed
to adjust the parameters of the ML-DNN with the cross-lossfunction regularization method. We learn an ML-DNN model
by simultaneously optimizing multiple-loss functions in the
training stage. The underlying reason for warm start is that
our offline experiments show that when the step size is large
in the early stages, the gradients from different objects are
quite diverse, which makes the optimization quite slow in
convergence. Warm start can well avoid this issue. We then use
the back-propagation technique [2] to update the parameters
of the ML-DNN model. Given some training images, the
predicted probabilities from the multiple-loss functions are
calculated and the corresponding gradients are obtained by
backpropagation through the network. For the shared NIN,
the gradients from the fc layers are summed together for
parameter updating. In each iteration, the neurons in dropout
layers will be stochastically selected with a probability of 0.5
to forward their activation to the output units and only the
selected neurons will participate in the backpropagation during
this iteration. Similarly, we adopt all the neurons for prediction
with their activation value multiplied by 0.5 for normalization.
D. Testing With Average Pooling
For each test image, we feed it into our ML-DNN framework and output several probability outputs corresponding to
the different loss functions in the training. We then fuse the
probabilities from the different loss functions. We adopt the
average pooling technique to produce the ultimate prediction
of the testing image. The probability of the image X i with the
j th label is given by
L
Pl, j (X i )
(9)
P j (X i ) = l=1
L
where L is the total number of loss functions and Pl, j (X i )
denotes the probability of the image X i from the lth loss
function.
Our testing process with the ML-DNN model is different
from simply combining the predictions of several DNNs.
We can analyze their differences from three characteristics.
1) Previous combination methods often separately train
different DNNs with same/different loss functions, and
their predictions are then combined with the pooling
technique in the testing. It is difficult to alleviate the
overfitting problem for learning DNNs.
2) The training time of training one multi-loss convolutional neural network is only slightly more than training
a DNN with a single-loss function, that is, only the
additional fc layer and output layers are trained instead
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of training all convolution layers many times for all lost
functions.
3) The ML-DNN uses the cross-loss-function regularization, which can boost the generalization capability of the
DNN. The diverse properties of different loss functions
can be combined in our unified framework. Therefore,
learning the ML-DNN model is not only faster than
training multiple DNNs but also can improve the performance of DNN by alleviating the overfitting problem.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
We evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed ML-DNN
method on four standard benchmark datasets: Canadian Institute for Advanced Research-10 (CIFAR-10) [17],
Canadian Institute for Advanced Research-100 (CIFAR100) [17], Mixed National Institute of Standards and Technology (MNIST) [2], and Street View House Numbers
(SVHN) [31].
A. Experimental Settings
To ensure the fairness of comparisons with previous baselines, all experiments are conducted based on the following
experimental setups. Test error is used as the evaluation metric.
We use four different loss functions for learning an ML-DNN
model: softmax loss, pairwise ranking loss, LambdaRank
top-1, and LambdaRank top-2 loss functions. For the shared
NIN, we follow the same network definitions used in [4],
which are publicly available.1 For each loss branch of our
ML-DNN, the size of the fc layer is 256 for the CIFAR-10,
MNIST, and SVHN datasets, and 2560 for the CIFAR-100
dataset, followed by the ReLU nonlinearity and dropout (50%)
layer. For updating the ML-DNN parameters, we use the
SGD learning method with the minibatch size of 128 at a
fixed constant momentum value of 0.9. The weight decay
is set to 0.001. The global learning rate of learning the
ML-DNN model is set to 0.01. We decrease the learning rate
every 100k iterations by 10. For the parameter learning of
ML-DNN, the local learning rate of the shared NIN is set
to 0.01. For each loss branch, the learning rate for all fc layers
and all loss layers is the same and set to 1.0. The maximum
of iterations is set to 120 000.
B. CIFAR-10
The CIFAR-10 dataset [17] consists of 60 000 32 × 32 color
images of ten classes, with 6000 images per class. There are
50 000 training images and 10 000 test images. The dataset is
divided into five training batches and one test batch, each with
10 000 images. The test batch contains 1000 randomly selected
images from each class. Following the same experiment settings used in [5], we process the data with the same global
contrast normalization and zero component analysis whitening.
To fairly compare with the other previous algorithms [4], [5],
we have conducted extensive experiments under two settings
(i.e., without data augmentation and with data augmentation).
In terms of data augmentation, we augment the images by zero
padding 4 pixels on each direction and then perform corner
cropping and random flipping during training.
1 https://github.com/mavenlin/cuda-convnet/tree/master/NIN
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TABLE I
CIFAR-10 C LASSIFICATION E RRORS OF VARIOUS M ETHODS

TABLE II
CIFAR-100 C LASSIFICATION E RRORS OF VARIOUS M ETHODS

TABLE III
MNIST C LASSIFICATION E RRORS OF VARIOUS M ETHODS

Under above two settings, we compare our proposed
ML-DNN method with previous DNN regularization
techniques, including stochastic pooling [16], maxout
networks [5], NIN [4], and probabilistic maxout units [29].
The detailed classification error results are shown in Table I.
The comparison results on CIFAR-10 indicate that the
proposed ML-DNN method achieves 9.55% test errors
without data augmentation and 8.12% test error with data
augmentation, both of which perform better than all the
baselines. The ML-DNN improves the performance of
the NIN [4] of 10.41% by more than 0.8% without data
augmentation and that of 8.81% by higher than 0.69%
with data augmentation. The baseline methods achieve the
classification error of 15.13% for the stochastic pooling
method [16], 11.68% for maxout networks [5], and 11.35%
for maxout units [29], all of which are much higher than
the test error of our ML-DNN without data augmentation.
Similarly, we also improve a test error by 0.69%, compared
with the baseline NIN [4]. This well verifies the superiority of
our ML-DNN method, which is very effective for achieving
better generalization capability during the ML-DNN training.
C. CIFAR-100
This CIFAR-100 dataset [17] has the same number of
images as the CIFAR-10 database, but contains 100 classes,
with only one tenth as labeled examples per class. There are
500 training images and 100 testing images per class. For
the CIFAR-100 dataset, we adopt the same network settings
and data preprocessing (including the data augmentation technique) as the CIFAR-10, described in [4].
Table II shows the performances of our proposed ML-DNN
and other state-of-the-art methods. It can be seen that the
ML-DNN method gets a misclassification test error of 34.18%,
which significantly improves the performance over the NIN [4]
by less 1.5% errors. In particular, our method also beats all
other regularization methods with a large margin, e.g., 42.51%,
38.57%, and 38.14% for stochastic pooling [16], maxout
networks [5], and probabilistic maxout units [29], respectively.
Moreover, we also have conducted an experiment with data
augmentation and achieved a test error of 31.47%, which is
lower than NIN [4] by 2.06%. Our proposed ML-DNN method
can obtain better performances over other state-of-the-art
methods on classifying 100 classes.

TABLE IV
SVHN C LASSIFICATION E RRORS OF VARIOUS M ETHODS

D. MNIST
The MNIST handwritten digit classification dataset [2]
consists of 28 × 28 pixel grayscale images of handwritten
digits (from 0 to 9). There are 60 000 training images and
10 000 testing images in total.
The comparison results are presented in Table III. It can
be observed that our proposed method outperforms the competing methods on the MNIST dataset. It is noted that the
test error of our ML-DNN is lower than all the competing
methods (such as NIN [4], maxout networks [5], and 2 layer
CNN + 2 layer NN and stochastic pooling [16]). Our
ML-DNN method gets 0.42% classification error and gets a
lower classification error than the baseline method NIN
by 0.05%. The performance on MNIST also demonstrates the
advantage of the ML-DNN method.
E. SVHN
The SVHN dataset [31] is composed of 73 257 images for
training, 26 032 images for testing, and 531 131 extra training
color images of 32 × 32. The task of the dataset is to classify
the digit located at the center of each image. Following [5],
we select out 400 samples per class from the training set
and 200 samples per class from the extra set. The rest of
the training set and the extra set are used for training.
We preprocess the dataset by local contrast normalization.
As reported in Table IV, the classification error of the
ML-DNN significantly outperforms the other state-of-theart methods including the stochastic pooling [16], maxout
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networks [5], multidigit number recognition method [30],
and NIN [4]. The proposed ML-DNN method improves the
performance by 0.24% and 0.43% over the state-of-the-art
methods [30] and [4], respectively. Compared with the existing
stochastic pooling and maxout networks methods, the
ML-DNN significantly improves the performance by 0.88%
and 0.55%, respectively. It demonstrates that the method
effectively works for boosting the generalization capability of
the ML-DNN model.
F. Algorithm Analysis
As observed from Tables I–IV, the classification errors
achieved by our ML-DNN method are reported on the above
four datasets, 9.55% for CIFAR-10, 34.18% for CIFAR-100,
0.42% for MNIST, and 1.92% for SVHN. The following can
be concluded from Tables I–IV.
1) The ML-DNN method does improve the performance
of the current DNN classification framework and even
on the difficult CIFAR-100 dataset.
2) Our regularized technique with the cross-loss function
plays an important role in alleviating overfitting problem
for learning a capable DNN model and the resulting
ML-DNN can obviously improve the classification performance.
3) Compared with some existing regularization techniques
(e.g., dropout, stochastic pooling, and maxout network),
the ML-DNN does improve the capability of the DNN
model by multi-loss regularization.
To validate the regularization capability of the ML-DNN,
we show the comparison results of different DNNs using
different single-loss functions, their combined average results
(namely as Average results from four model combination),
and our ML-DNN results, which are presented in Table V.
The architecture of single-loss DNNs also utilizes the NIN
architecture, followed by a single-loss function. The difference
between the single-loss DNNs (e.g., NIN + softmax loss,
NIN + pairwise ranking loss, NIN + LambdaRank top-1
loss, and NIN + LambdaRank top-2 loss) and the ML-DNN
model is the strategy of using loss function (e.g., single loss
or multiple different loss functions). The ML-DNN method
outperforms the four kinds of the single-loss DNNs and
even surpasses the most popular softmax loss for learning
a DNN model. Moreover, our ML-DNN outperforms the
average results by combining the four DNNs with single loss
by 0.03% and 0.6% over CIFAR10 and CIFAR-100 without
data augmentation, and 0.22% and 0.98% over CIFAR10 and
CIFAR-100 with data augmentation. This superiority can be
observed in different datasets, which can further validate the
effectiveness of the ML-DNN.
We furthermore analyze the results of each loss branch in
the framework of our ML-DNN. Each loss branch of the
ML-DNN corresponds to a fc layer and a loss layer.
The detailed classification test errors are shown in Table VI.
The result of our ML-DNN, which combines the classification
results of four branches, is better than the results from each
branch of the ML-DNN. Compared the results of the singleloss DNN in Table V, each branch of the ML-DNN can get

Fig. 2. Exemplar test images from CIFAR-10 [17]. These images are wrongly
classified by the NIN, but correctly classified by the ML-DNN. There are
two label names marked below each images: the wrong classification by the
NIN, in black, and the right classification by the ML-DNN, in red.

a higher classification result. For example, the softmax loss
branch of our ML-DNN outperforms the single-loss DNN with
softmax loss, e.g., 10.41% versus 9.66% on CIFAR-10 without
data augmentation and 33.53% versus 32.34% on CIFAR-100
with data augmentation. It demonstrates that compared with
the single-loss DNN, the ML-DNN method can boost the performance for the image classification task on four benchmark
datasets.
Some test images from the CIFAR-10 dataset [17] are shown
in Fig. 2. These images are wrongly classified by the NIN,
but correctly classified by the ML-DNN. There are two label
names marked below each image, one of which is its wrong
class with black font by the NIN and the other is its right label
(i.e., the ground-truth label) by the ML-DNN. For example,
the bird and airplane have the blue sky, two wings, and a
similar color. The automobile and truck are also similar in
appearance (such as wheels, seat, and color). Our proposed
ML-DNN learning employs cross-loss-function regularization,
while the NIN learns the parameters with only a softmax loss
function. The effectiveness of our proposed ML-DNN again
speaks well that our method can successfully recognize the
confusing and difficult objects.
As shown in Fig. 3, we further report some predicted
probabilities from the four different loss functions and the
fused results using the ML-DNN model. The output layers predict different label probabilities, due to the intrinsic
properties of different loss functions. For example, for the
image of the first column, the predicted label by the softmax
loss and pairwise ranking loss are different from that of
the LambdaRank top-1 loss and the LambdaRank top-1 loss
functions, while the ultimate predicted label is the same with
that of the LambdaRank top-1 loss and the LambdaRank top-1
loss functions. By employing the average pooling technique to
fuse all the probabilities from all loss layers, we can achieve
the best results by balancing their probabilities. The average
pooling results can overall be considered the outputs of the
ML-DNN from four different loss functions and improve the
generalization capability of the ML-DNN.
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TABLE V
C LASSIFICATION E RROR C OMPARISONS B ETWEEN THE S INGLE -L OSS DNNs AND THE ML-DNN

TABLE VI
C LASSIFICATION E RRORS OF E ACH B RANCH OF THE ML-DNN AND THE ML-DNN

Fig. 3. Exemplar images with the predicted probabilities on the CIFAR-100 test dataset [17] using the ML-DNN. Some testing images and 100 predicted
probabilities for all labels are shown. The predictions from the second to fifth rows are from four different loss functions. The ultimate results in the last row
are produced by fusing the predictions from four different loss functions with the average pooling technique. In addition, the red points in the last row are
marked for the ground-truth label of the corresponding test images.

To further analyze the complementary among multiple-loss
functions, we show the gradient values brought by the four different loss functions in our ML-DNN framework. As can be
observed in Fig. 4, the four different curves represent the gradient values brought by the four different loss branches, such as
softmax loss (blue curve), pairwise ranking loss (green curve),
LambdaRank top-1 loss (magenta curve), and LambdaRank
top-2 loss (light blue curve). The light blue curve, which
presents the gradient values brought from the LambdaRank
top-2 loss branch, is different from other three curves of top-1
loss branches (e.g., softmax loss, pairwise ranking loss and

LambdaRank top-1 loss). We can thus say that the top-2 loss
function is complementary to these top-1 loss functions to
some extent. Moreover, it can be observed that the gradient
values (blue, green, and magenta curves) brought by the three
top-1 loss functions also have a certain degree of difference.
Therefore, multiple-loss functions of our ML-DNN can help
constrain the parameters of a neural network from different
aspects. From the above analyses and the practical numerical
experiments conducted in this paper, we can conclude that the
multi-loss can actually guide learning a better network and
improve the classification performance of it.
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Fig. 4. Gradient values brought by four loss branches on the CIFAR-100 dataset. In order to conveniently present the gradient values (y) brought by the
four loss branches, we just show some gradient values (i.e., the first gradient values of the upper left corner of each feature maps over all channels) in the
100th iteration of the optimization process. The horizontal axis (x = 192) is the number of channels. The four different curves (blue, green, magenta, and
light blue curves) denote the gradient values brought by four different loss branches, e.g., softmax loss, pairwise ranking loss, LambdaRank top-1 loss, and
LambdaRank top-2 loss, respectively.
TABLE VII
C LASSIFICATION E RRORS OF VARIOUS M ETHODS
ON THE ImageNet D ATASET

To evaluate the performance of our ML-DNN on the compelling and significantly harder vision task, we perform an
experiment on the ImageNet dataset [32]. For the ImageNet
dataset, we adopt the same setting with [33], which extracted
random 224 × 224 patches from 256 × 256 training images
and then trained a DNN on these patches. In the training
process, we also crop 224 × 224 patches from the middle
of test images. As described in Section III, the structure of
the ML-DNN framework is composed of the shared NIN and
multiple-loss branches, while our ML-DNN on this compelling
problem also employs the same multiple-loss branches,
but adopts a deeper DNN structure, i.e., Visual Geometry
Group (VGG) (deep16) network [33]. Following [33], we
also evaluate the performance from two aspects, the top-1
test error and the top-5 test error. The detailed test error of
various methods on the ImageNet dataset can be observed
in Table VII. Our ML-DNN slightly ourperforms the VGG
(deep16) network with single loss: 28.46% versus 28.97% for
the top-1 test error and 9.8% versus 10.15% for the top-5
test error. The main reason for these improvements on this
challenging task may be that the ML-DNN can well boost
its discriminative capability by considering cross-loss-function
regularization, even with the deeper network architecture.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a general multi-loss regularized
DNN framework for alleviating the overfitting issue of DNN.

To boost the generalization capability of DNN, this general
scheme allows us to learn an ML-DNN model by simultaneously optimizing multiple-loss functions. For the image
classification task, we studied the loss functions, pairwise loss,
and LambdaRank top-k loss, for learning the ML-DNN model.
With the average pooling technique, the final prediction can
be simply computed from the outputs of the ML-DNN model
from different loss functions. Extensive experimental results
on the CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, MNIST, and SVHN datasets
clearly demonstrate that the proposed ML-DNN framework
achieved the state-of-the-art performances. In the future, we
plan to further explore the performance of the ML-DNN with
other vision tasks, e.g., object detection, image retrieval, and
image annotation.
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